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Proceedings Of The Seminar On
A one-day seminar, billed as the Diamond Seminar of Orange history, aims to explore many aspects of the Orange Order.
Seminar on history of Orange Order to explore culture, heritage and diaspora
The "moving wall" represents the time period between the last issue available in JSTOR and the most recently published issue of a journal. Moving walls are generally represented in years. In rare ...
Proceedings of the Seminar for Arabian Studies
Games, Scales, and Suslin Cardinals is the first of a series of four books collecting the seminal papers from the original volumes together with extensive unpublished material, new papers on related ...
Games, Scales and Suslin Cardinals
Collaboration is essential for learning from and reflecting on our own educational practices as both teachers and learners. A new team of U.S. and Kyrgyz educators and students is working to promote ...
Middlebury Institute Partners with Ala-Too University in Kyrgyzstan on Teaching and Learning Project
The National Action Committee on AfCFTA provided needful guide on how Nigerian enterprises could participate effectively in the African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA), writes Dike Onwuamaeze ...
AfCFTA: A Guide for Export Oriented Nigerian Manufacturers, SMEs
Even people located in Washington had to be willing to stop working, trek across town, and sit through sometimes uneventful, even boring, proceedings. It has long been even worse for me. I’ve worked ...
The Washington Blob on Video
Baba Ghulam Shah Badshah University Rajouri organised one- day national seminar on "Bees and Beekeeping: Future ...
BGSBU organises national seminar on beekeeping
The federal lawsuit comes days after allegations of a sexual assault of a young woman following a fraternity party, the lawsuit claims.
5 more sue EMU in sexual assaults, say school failed them
In a working environment thick with sexism, women legislators across tiers say they find it difficult to gain access to leadership or decision-making positions ...
Women in parliament: endured at best
BBC drama Vigil has had viewers glued to their screens. The series, which pulled in 5.4 million viewers with its second episode, stars Suranne Jones as a detective sent on to a Trident submarine ...
Inside real-life anti-nuclear peace camp that inspired Vigil’s Dunloch from mass arrests to blockades
Justice Minister Ali Sabry’s remarks to the media about the recent controversial seminar/webinar for lower court judges and magistrates left enough loopholes to drive a couple of bull elephants ...
Judges seminar leaves unanswered questions
The organisations will collaborate to raise awareness of and promote more effective resolution of international disputes through arbitration and other means of dispute settlement ...
ADGM Arbitration Centre and Permanent Court of Arbitration sign a cooperation agreement
Nigeria Senate Association, has announced that it is prepared to welcome citizens of the world to Lagos for its 2021 JCI Africa and Middle East (AMESA) ...
JCI Set to Organise Africa, Middle East Conference
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"These voluntary, employee-led networks can be a great way to get insights on building more inclusive workplaces from those who are impacted the most." ...
Sheila Attwood: How Employee Resource Groups can boost workplace inclusivity
Among his suggestions is adding one more deputy speaker from the opposition and another from Sabah or Sarawak.
After Nga, now Ahmad Maslan gives 20-point ‘manifesto’ as deputy speaker
Meeting 2021. By Justine Carreon, Adam Faderewski, Patricia Busa McConnico, and Eric Quitugua. The 2021 State Bar of Texas Virtual Annual Meeting The State Bar of Texas hel ...
The 2021 State Bar of Texas Virtual Annual Meeting
The JCVI announced earlier today that it would not recommend opening up the Covid-19 vaccination programme to healthy 12- to 15-year-olds, but would rather offer a jab to more young people with ...
JCVI fails to recommend vaccines for healthy 12- to 15-year-olds
This comes a month after a Parliamentary panel flagged the "disproportionately large and unsustainable 'haircuts' taken by the financial creditors over the years" ...
MCA is working to issue code of conduct for creditors under IBC: Verma
Those responsible for 20 years of strategic disaster won’t actually be held responsible, says former military officer Frank Ledwidge ...
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